
Year 6
Summer 2

Computing
Children will be creating 
their own short television 

advert promoting a cause. They'll  
storyboard their ideas & work in a  

team to shoot and edit the content.  

Manage & contribute to
projects using online tools
Use and combine a range 

Use technology safely

      of software to design and 
      create content                  

RE

 

  Children will look at faith 
and beliefs in the local 

community, and the borough of  
 Lewisham. They will look at the  

 changes in beliefs over the last 50    
 years and investigate the reasons    

 for this. They will also explore
 how faith groups work in 

partnership with each other 
and the community.

Science
Children will learn to 

recognise the impact of diet, 
exercise, drugs and lifestyle on the 
way their bodies function. They will 

also explore how water and nutrients are
transported around the body.They will

compare this process with 
other animals whose systems 

work in a different way.

Music
Children will focus on 

performance in this half term 
with two songs; one about looking

 back and one about looking 
forwards. They will be taught a 
musical device to link the songs 

together, creating a moving 
celebration of happy 

memories and hopes for 
their future.

Moving On

PE
Children will develop a 

personal fitness programme 
that is suitable for a child. They

will use the knowledge and 
understanding from previous fitness 

sessions. With our PE coach, they will 
prepare for Sports Day, focussing on 

technique. They'll evaluate their 
performance and identify areas for 

improvement.

Gymfit Circuits
Athletics

Let's Learn Together

Go on a Street Art tour of
London. Can you find one of
the top 12 Banksy pieces?

History
Children will learn about 

the social and political reform
 in Lewisham over the last 100 

years. They will look at the effects
of WW2 and global migration on 

the local area, how racial tensions 
mounted, and how Lewisham is now

a 'borough of sanctuary' for 
refugees.

 
 

Suffragettes
Battle of Lewisham
LGBTQ+ community

Art
Children will look at Street

Art thinking about different ways 
to interpret their meanings. They will

explore combining shape, pattern and 
tone, along with different painting 
techniques. Do we have the next 

Banksy in our midst?!
SDG: 16 Article: 22 & 38

PSHE
Children will look at the

changes that happen as they 
move from childhood into adult-  
hood. They will learn about how    

babies are conceived, born and 
cared for. They will also think 
about how to manage change 

as they move to secondary 
school and where to seek

help if they need it.

Children will work towards 
Sustainable Development 

Goal 16 
throughout this year.

'Promote peaceful and inclusive 
societies for sustainable development,
provide access to justice for all and 

build effective, accountable and 
inclusive institutions at all levels.'

Identity, diversity
and belonging


